Using clues from event semantics to solve coreference, we present an "event template" approach to cross-document event coreference resolution on news articles. The approach uses a pairwise model, in which event information is compared along five semantically motivated slots of an event template. The templates, filled in on the sentence level for every event mention from the data set, are used for supervised classification. In this study, we determine granularity of events and we use the grain size as a clue for solving event coreference. We experiment with a newly-created granularity ontology employing granularity levels of locations, times and human participants as well as event durations as features in event coreference resolution. The granularity ontology is available for research. Results show that determining granularity along semantic event slots, even on the sentence level exclusively, improves precision and solves event coreference with scores comparable to those achieved in related work.
Introduction
Event coreference resolution is the task of determining whether two event mentions refer to the same event instance. This paper explores cross-document resolution of coreference between events in a news corpus. We use granularity as an indication of event coreference. Our approach renders the semantic structure of event descriptions into arrangement of features for machine learning.
We use the granularity of events as a clue for event coreference resolution. The intuition behind this approach is, that an event with a longer duration, that happens on a bigger area and with multiple participants involved (for instance a war between Russia and Ukraine) might be related to but will probably not fully corefer with a "lower level" event of shorter duration and with single participants involved (e.g. A Russian soldier has shot dead a Ukrainian naval officer).
We experiment with an "event template" approach to event coreference resolution. The way in which event information can be semantically categorized is used in an event template to shape comparison of information about two event descriptions. Coreference between mentions of two events is determined through compatibility of slots of a pair of event templates. For the experiments, we use the ECB+ dataset (Cybulska and Vossen, 2014b) . The five slots in our event template correspond to different elements of event information as annotated in the ECB+. The considered event slots are: 1) event action that is the event trigger (following the ACE (LDC, 2005) terminology) and four kinds of event arguments: 2) time, 3) location, 4) human and 5) non-human participant slots (for more information see Cybulska and Vossen (2014a) ). An event template can be filled at different levels of information such as the entire document, a paragraph or a sentence. The approach investigated in this study operates at the sentence level which means that event templates are filled only with information available in the sentence in which an event mention occurs (for a report on experiments with a two step approach first considering document and subsequently sentence templates, see Cybulska and Vossen (2015) ). Figure 1 considers an excerpt from topic one, text seven of the ECB corpus (Bejan and Harabagiu, 2010 The "American Pie" actress has entered Promises for undisclosed reasons. The actress, 33, reportedly headed to a Malibu treatment facility on Tuesday. event information over the five event slots (as annotated in the ECB+) in the two example sentences. In the event template approach different kinds of event information are contrasted per slot of the template (Table 3) .
We determine the grain-size within slots of the event template. The idea is to represent the grain size of the event action as well as of the entities involved with it by means of granularity features. To capture granularity we employ durations of event actions (Gusev et al., 2011) and granularity levels of event participants, time and locations. To determine granularity levels, a new granularity ontology consisting of 15 semantic classes is used. The 15 predefined semantic classes represent different granularity levels, which are defined over 434 hypernyms in WordNet, covering 11979 WordNet synsets. We make the granularity ontology available for research.
This work sheds light on the task of crossdocument resolution of coreference between mentions of events in text. This study explores the actual task of resolution of coreference between two event descriptions, without letting topic classifiers first solve most of event ambiguity (following the insights of Cybulska and Vossen (2014b) ). The two main contributions of this study are: (1) a new granularity ontology of event participants, times and locations and (2) a new "sentence template" approach to event coreference resolution that solves event coreference along five slots of an event template. To the best of our knowledge granularity of locations, times and human participants of events as well as durations of event actions has not been used before to solve event coreference.
We will first take a closer look at the notion of granularity and the new granularity ontology in section 2. We delineate our approach in section 3. Section 4 reports on the experiments with the new method the results of which are compared with related work in section 5. We conclude in section 6.
Granularity
The notion of granularity was described by (Keet, 2008) as the ability to represent and operate on different levels of detail in data, information, and knowledge. Granularity deals with organizing data, information, and knowledge in greater or lesser detail that resides in a granular level or level of granularity and which is granulated according to certain criteria, which thereby give a [granular] perspective (...) on the subject domain. (Keet, 2008) . A lower granularity level captures a more detailed data representation than a more abstract higher level, which leaves out some details.
People view the world at different granularities. Humans are able to switch among different granularities of world conceptualizations (Hobbs, 1985) . In a reasoning process a granularity level is distinguished, depending on what is relevant for a particular situation. Hobbs presented a framework for a theory of granularity.
Few other researchers looked at granularity in natural language. Considered the variation in the degree of specification of word meaning, Mani (1998) suggested development of a knowledge representation, which makes the notion of granularity explicit. Mani applied shifts in granularity to problems of polysemy and underspecification of nominaliza-2 tions. Change in granularity was considered as a special case of abstraction in which elements, which are indistinguishable in a particular context, are collapsed. Mani focused on grain-size shifts amongst polysemous events. Mulkar-Mehta et al. (2011b) describe event granularity as the concept of breaking down a higherlevel event into smaller parts, fine-grained events such that each smaller granule plays a part in the higher level whole. Relation types that can exist between the objects at coarse and fine granularity are part-whole relationships amongst entities and events, and causal relationships. Based on annotation of granularity relations in text, the authors conclude that part-whole and causal relations are a good indication of shifts in granularity.
In this study we focus on the notion of granularity in event descriptions. We present a new granularity ontology, which is an attempt at capturing grainsize of events explicitly for the purpose of usage in NLP applications. We use a taxonomy based ontology to distinguish between coarse-and fine-grained granularities of different parts of event descriptions. We apply shifts in granularity to resolution of event coreference. The motivation behind this approach is an expected correlation between agreement or disagreement in grain-size levels and the notion of coreference. Agreement or small granularity differences are expected to indicate coreference. Bigger distance in granularity is expected to be a negative indicator of coreference or to indicate other event relations as scriptal or event membership. In the experiments described in this paper, we let a machine learning algorithm learn the relationships between different granularities and the notion of coreference. To capture differences in grain-size of events we employ both: (1) conceptual granularity clues being a manifestation of granularity in the form of inherent properties of word meanings, as well as (2) lexical grain-size indication expressed in number and multiplication. The intrinsic, conceptual granularity is captured by means of a number of granularity levels defined in the granularity ontology. Furthermore, we use durations of events as indication of grain size for event actions.
Granularity Ontology
We focus here on partonomic granularity relations (representing granularity through the part-of relation) between entities and events. To establish granularities of event participants, times and locations we created a new granularity ontology. Semantic classes relating to granularity levels were defined over synsets in WordNet. In the experiments we employ granularity levels to capture granularity agreement and shifts amongst event participants, times and locations. Our 15 semantic classes belong to four relationships from the taxonomy of meronymic 3 relations by Winston et al. (1987) . Granularity levels of the human participant slot are contained within Winston's et al. Member-Collection relations. Our temporal granularity levels make part of Winston's Portion-Mass relationships and our locational levels are in line with Place-Area relations in Winston's taxonomy.
Figure 2 presents a fragment of the granularity ontology with synset examples for every ontology class. The file is comma separated. In the first column synsets from WordNet 3.0 are indicated. In the second column the granularity levels are captured and the third one indicates the synset IDs as stored in the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK, (Bird et al., 2009) ). The choice of the 15 granularity classes was motivated by an analysis of event descriptions in the news. We intended to capture shifts in granularity that seemed meaningful for event coreference resolution on a news corpus such as the ECB or ECB+. We manually assigned the semantic classes to 434 hypernyms in WordNet which are linked to 11979 synsets. We recognize a number of granularity levels per event slot: nine grain levels for time expressions, four for locations and two for human participants, as presented in Table 2 .
Lexical Granularity Clues
On top of granularity levels, we also account for lexical granularity clues within a level such as number indication and multiplications. At this point we only make a distinction between single and multiple "items" within a concept type (based on POS clues and occurrence of multiplications). Three kinds of parts of speech are used to determine number of a mention: (1) nominal tags: NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS, (2) personal pronouns tagged by the NLTK's default POS tagger as PRP and (3) numbers with tag CD. For instance the phrase twenty soldiers is POS-tagged as follows: [('20', 'CD'), ('soldiers', 'NNS')]. The nominal POS tag NNS is considered to indicate plural nouns. Additionally, if there is a number indication in a mention (POS-tag CD and lemma other than one), the phrase would be assigned plural number by default. If there are multiple nouns in a mention, we assign the number of the majority of nouns. If there is a tie, the number of the last noun in a mention would be decisive. For example [('20', 'CD'), ('soldiers', 'NNS')] would be assigned the granularity level gran person and number plural. While one soldier would trigger the following analysis: [('one', 'CD'), ('soldier', 'NN')], also assigned the granularity level gran person but number singular. Since there are often multiple instances of an event slot in the sentence, there can be multiple granularity levels to consider. We calculate cosine similarity of granularity and number indications per event slot (if instantiated in the sentence) for two compared events. In the future, we will experiment with expressing the grain-size by means of numeric estimates of number of participants, duration and size of an area on which an event happened, e.g. indicating that the Boston area is ca. 125 km2 and the country of France of ca. 551500 km2.
Event Durations
To capture granularity of event actions (in Winston et al. (1987) Feature-Activity relation) we employ duration distributions from the database of event durations by Gusev et al. (2011) . The lexicon of event durations (http://cs.stanford.edu/ people/agusev/durations/) captures durations for events (with or without syntactic objects) inferred by means of web query patterns. Duration distributions were learned with an unsupervised approach. Eight duration levels are considered: seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks, months, years and decades. The durations database covers the 1000 most frequent verbs with 10 most frequent grammatical objects of each verb from a newspaper corpus from the New York Times. For our granularity experiments we used duration distributions as determined for these 10000 events. A binary feature indicates whether there is overlap in most frequent duration levels of two events. Currently, since our approach does not consider syntactic dependencies, the duration feature is specified when disregarding the syntactic objects.
The Approach
We experimented with a decision-tree (hereafter also DT) supervised pairwise binary classifier to determine coreference of pairs of event mentions represented through templates filled in at the sentence level. We run preliminary experiments with a linear SVM and a multinomial Naive Bayes classifier 4 but the decision-tree classifier outperformed both of them. We trained the DT classifier on an unbalanced training set of positive and negative samples.
In the experiments different features were assigned values per event slot. Table 3 presents all features that we experimented with. The lemma overlap feature (L) expresses a percentage of overlapping lemmas between two instances of an event slot (after removal of skip words), if instantiated in the sentence. Features indicating granularity and number compatibility of an event slot (G), are specified for every location, time and human participant mention in the sentence. Frequently, one ends up with multiple entity mentions from the same sentence for an action mention (the relation between an event and entities involved with it is not annotated in ECB+). To express the degree of overlap in grain size of mentions we used cosine similarity. For the action slot overlap in duration level of the active mentions is considered as a binary feature. For all five slots a percentage of synset overlap is calculated (S). Finally there are two features indicating mentions location within the discourse (D), specifying if mentions come from the same sentence or document.
Prior to being fed to the classifier, numeric feature vectors were normalized (missing values were imputed). We used grid search with ten fold crossvalidation to optimize the depth of the decision-tree algorithm (entropy was used as the criterion).
Pairs of event templates were classified by means of the DT classifier when employing features from Table 3 . To identify the final equivalence classes of corefering event mentions, mentions were grouped based on corefering pair overlap.
Experiments

Corpus
For the experiments we used the true mentions from the ECB+ corpus (Cybulska and Vossen, 2014b) which is an extended and re-annotated version of the ECB corpus (Bejan and Harabagiu, 2010) . The ECB+ corpus contains a new corpus component, consisting of 502 texts, describing different instances of event types that were already captured by the 43 topics of the ECB. As recommended by the authors in the release notes, for experiments on event coreference we used a subset of ECB+ annotations (based on a list of 1840 selected sentences), that were additionally reviewed with focus on coreference relations. Table 4 presents information about the data set used for the experiments. We divided the corpus into a training set (topics 1-35) and test set (topics 36 -45).
Experimental Set Up
The ECB+ texts are available in the XML format. The texts are tokenized, hence no sentence segmentation nor tokenization needed to be done. We POStagged and lemmatized the corpus sentences. For the experiments we used tools from the Natural Language Toolkit (Bird et al., 2009) 1 : the NLTK's default POS tagger, and WordNet lemmatizer 2 as well as WordNet synset assignment by the NLTK 3 . For machine learning experiments we used scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) .
Singleton Baseline
As a baseline we consider event coreference evaluation scores generated taking into account all event mentions as singletons. In the singleton baseline response there are no "coreference chains" of more than one element. First row of Table 5 presents the singleton baseline results (BL) in terms of recall (R), precision (P) and F-score (F) by employing the coreference resolution evaluation metrics: MUC (Vilain et al., 1995) , B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 1998), mention-based CEAF (Luo, 2005) , BLANC (Recasens and Hovy, 2011) Table 6 : Best scoring STA approaches using feature sets L and LG evaluated in MUC, B3, entity-based CEAF, BLANC and CoNLL F; in comparison with related studies and the BL baseline. Note that the STA uses gold and related approaches system mentions.
han et al., 2011). When discussing event coreference scores must be noted that some of the commonly used metrics depend on the evaluation data set. This results in scores going up or down with the number of singleton items in the data (Recasens and Hovy, 2011) . Our singleton baseline gives us zero scores in MUC, which is due to the fact that the MUC measure promotes longer chains. B3 on the other hand seems to give additional points to responses with more singletons, hence the remarkably high scores achieved by the baseline BL in B3. CEAF and BLANC as well as the CoNLL measures (the latter being an average of MUC, B3 and entity CEAF) give more realistic results.
Results
We evaluate the system output produced by the decision-tree classifier after merging pairs of event mentions with common elements into equivalence classes. The response chains generated with: (1) lemma feature set L, (2) lemma and granularity LG, (3) lemma, granularity and discourse LGD, and (4) lemma, granularity, discourse and synset features LGDS are evaluated in Table 5 in terms of R, P and F-score by employing the MUC, B3, mention-based CEAF, BLANC and CoNLL F1 metrics. The highest F scores reached the event clusters created by the decision-tree classifier employing feature set L (marked in bold in the table). We observe a 13% improvement over the baseline BL in mention-based CEAF F and in BLANC F and a 25% gain in CoNLL F.
Addition of granularity features (LG) increases the precision scores in B3 and BLANC by 4-5%. The recall scores decrease but the F scores in most measures (except for MUC) are between 56-68%. Employing discourse with lemma and granularity features (LGD) gives us some extra precision points but costs us even more recall. Synset features lower precision and recall.
Note that these results were generated when disregarding syntactic roles and POS information. No anaphora resolution was performed and we did not group the corpus texts into topics before solving coreference between event mentions at the sentence level, which would significantly simplify the task (Cybulska and Vossen, 2014b) . In the future we will run experiments aiming at improving the recall for instance through addition of semantic similarity features (in combination with the currently used fea-7 tures). We will also investigate the influence of syntactic features on the results.
Related Work
Granularity shifts and structures were recently investigated in the context of NLP applications by Mulkar-Mehta et al. (2011b) . In their follow-up work (Mulkar-Mehta et al., 2011a) they describe an algorithm for extracting causal granularity structures from text and its possible applications in question answering and text summarization. Howald and Abramson (2012) successfully used granularity types as features for prediction of rhetorical relations with a 37% performance increase.
As for event coreference resolution, Humpreys et al. (1997) performed coreference merging between event template structures. Our event template however is much more restricted (five slots only) and it is filled and compared at the level of sentence while Humpreys et al. consider discourse events and entities for event coreference resolution. No coreference evaluation scores are reported.
Considering the limitations of the event coreference resolution measures, for the sake of a meaningful comparison, it is important to consider similar data sets. The ECB and ECB+ are the only available resources annotated with both: within-and cross-document event coreference. We were unable to run our experiments on the ECB corpus, because no specific entity types are annotated in the ECB and our work depends on those for granularity estimates. 4 To the best of our knowledge, no baseline has been set yet for event coreference resolution on the ECB+ corpus. Accordingly we will look at results achieved in cross-document event coreference resolution on the ECB corpus which is a subset of ECB+, and so the closest to the data set used in our experiments. For the sake of convenience, in Table  6 we compare the best results by the sentence template approach (when using lemma features STA -L and a combination of lemma and granularity features STA -LG) with the results achieved in related studies. B&H stands for the approach of Bejan and Harabagiu (2010) using HDp -hierarchical Dirichlet process and Lee refers to the approach of Lee et al. (2012) using LR -linear regression. BL denotes the results by the singleton baseline.
In comparison to related studies, the best results achieved with sentence template classification (feature set L and LG) on the ECB+ are comparable to results achieved in related work on the ECB. The approach of Lee et al. (2012) reached 55.9% CoNLL-F 5 on the ECB but on a more difficult task entailing mention extraction. Another study reporting the CoNLL F score was done by Cybulska and Vossen (2013) who reached 69.8% CoNLL F1 on the ECB with a component similarity method but on a simpler -within topic task.
Note that the sentence template approach results were generated on the ECB+ corpus extended with texts capturing an additional layer of event instances from the ECB topics. Consequently, the intra-topic ambiguity in the ECB+ is higher than in the ECB. We did not perform topic clustering before comparing event mentions at the sentence level which makes it the task of the coreference resolver to solve intra-and cross-topic ambiguity between event mentions.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presents a new approach to event coreference resolution. Instead of performing topic classification before solving coreference between event mentions, as most approaches do, the event template approach compares event mentions at the sentence level. In so doing, the approach focuses on solving coreference between different slots of event descriptions, without relying on topic classification for context disambiguation. As such, this heuristic, which on itself is computationally expensive, can also be used after the primary step of topic classification. Especially in case of data sets with high within topic ambiguity where there are multiple event instances described from the same event type (for instance various instances of a meeting event). In the future, we will experiment with combining topic classification with the sentence template approach. This is the only study which we are aware that employs granularity for event coreference resolution.
For the purpose of this task a new granularity ontology was created. As our method does not employ POS and syntactic role information and no anaphora resolution or topic classification was performed to aid coreference resolution, the results are highly encouraging. In our future work we will look at possibilities of extending the granularity ontology learning granularity levels from corpora to overcome the low coverage limitation following from the usage of a WordNet based taxonomy. We will also augment the ontology to cover the non-human participant slot and experiment with other ways to represent event granularity with features.
